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Unitech America, 61 8 2 Katella Ave, Cypress, CA 90630

You are looking for a solution provider to deliver
a high-quality, reliable product coupled with
responsive and proactive service, all for a fair
price. For Unitech, that’s just how we do business.
For over three decades, Unitech has been a global provider
of data collection technologies, developing a broad range
of scanning and computing devices to help businesses reach
new levels of efficiency and productivity. With dedicated
U.S. sales, customer service, and technical support teams,
we strive to deliver technology solutions that continuously
improve the way our customers work.

Focused on designing and developing products, our services
and solutions anticipate a customer’s changing needs. Our
products can be customized with your own logo, design, and
colors. This makes us stand out from the rest and provide
another layer of service to our customers. The Unitech
philosophy is to achieve the highest customer satisfaction
through honesty, integrity, and a commitment to excellence.

ANDROID RUGGED SMART PHONES
Choosing a rugged mobile device that’s optimized for your
business over a consumer-grade product is a smart choice.
Our Android smart phones combine workplace-ready
durability with a familiar interface that’s easy to navigate.
Don’t sweat your workers dropping the device or being
careless, as these computers are fit with Gorilla Glass®.
They’re fully sealed to protect from dust and moisture and
are built to withstand rigorous handling and drops.

PA760
Have it all in one smart device. The PA760
delivers speed, performance, and style in a
slim, compact housing. Built strong with an
IP67 rating against dust, dirt, and water, and a
6-foot drop rating, the PA760 2D rugged smart
phone can handle tough situations. An Android
9 or 10 OS + GMS, speedy Qualcomm
2.2GHz Octa-Core processor, and 4G LTE
make this a perfect heavy workload companion
on-the-go or in the workplace.

PA760 with STANDARD
GUN GRIP
For ease of use during long shifts, connect a
coordinating gun grip to the Unitech PA760
rugged smart phone. A comfortable grip
and large, easy press button simplifies data
collection. Enjoy less wear on the PA760
device and less stress on your hands; this gun
grip is an ideal tool for optimizing work tasks
and streamlining data collection.

PA760 with 2D LONG
RANGE GUN GRIP
Slide the PA760 onto this gun grip for
additional range. This long-range accessory
offers convenience in an easy-to-use device.
With a read range of up to 32 feet, scans
can be processed from the ground to the
highest shelf in the warehouse. A comfortable
grip designed for all day usage and simple
press button makes this a great choice.

PA760 with UHF
GUN GRIP
Optimize the PA760 with the addition of the
UHF RFID gun grip. With a read range of up
to 19 feet and read rate of up to 750 tags
per second, this device exudes both efficiency
and convenience. For use in small to medium
businesses with busy warehouses and work
spaces, this RFID reader also reads all 1D and
2D barcodes when paired with the PA760.
Ideal for asset management, order picking,
inventory, and price checking.
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PA760

RUGGED ANDROID SMART PHONE
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EA630+ (NEW)
Expect more from your work device. The
EA630+ combines all the convenience of
a consumer smartphone with the utility of a
dedicated scanner. This impressive device
boasts an 80% screen-to-body ratio and a
6-inch, 18:9 display. Android 11 ensures
ease of use while an integrated 1D/2D
scanner, rugged design elements, and a
removable 4000mAh battery mean that
users can apply the EA630+ to nearly any
work environment.
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EA630+ with STANDARD
GUN GRIP (NEW)

EA630+ with UHF
GUN GRIP (NEW)

Make long shifts more comfortable with
the EA630+ standard gun grip. This gun
grip easily attaches to the EA630+ Rugged
Smartphone to increase scanning precision
and to provide a more ergonomic experience.
Improve upon the already impressive 1D/2D
scanner capabilities of the EA630+ with this
convenient accessory.

Looking to expand your scanning
capabilities to include UHF RFID reading
but don’t want to introduce a new device?
The EA630+ UHF gun grip is an easy-to-use
accessory that allows you to add UHF RFID
potential to a device you already own.
Simply slide your device into the sled,
secure it, and your EA630+ will be able
to read UHF RFID tags from up to 8 meters
away at a speed of 750 tags/second.

									

																

EA630+
RUGGED ANDROID SMART PHONE
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EA520
NEW RUGGED ANDROID SMART PHONE

Unitech’s EA520 combines the connectivity and user-friendliness
of a consumer smartphone with the rugged utility of a dedicated
scanner. This device features an octa-core CPU running Android
11 and connection options like Bluetooth® 5, dual-band WiFi,
and 4G LTE. Its integrated 1D/2D scan engine and 13MP camera
allow users to read barcodes or send crucial work-related images
quickly and easily. The EA520’s versatility and affordability make
it a great choice for retail, hospitality, field service, and more.
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SL120
NEW RUGGED iPHONE SLED

Bring your iPhone into the workforce with the SL120. This unique
sled adds 1D/2D barcode scanning capability to your iPhone
while still allowing the use of all standard iPhone features. A
standard Lightning connection provides ease of use and more
reliability than Bluetooth®, and MFi certification ensures the sled
is up to date with Apple’s standards. The SL120 sled is drop rated
for falls of up to 5 feet to concrete and IP54 rated for water and
dust. The optional strong case offers further protection for the sled
and your iPhone, with a drop rating of up to 10 feet.
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HT330
Rugged Android Smart Phone
For a device that does more, turn to Unitech’s line of rugged
handheld computers. Built for high performance and tough
work environments, these units handle data collection
swiftly and feature physical keypads and touchscreens for
cross-functional work. Our devices help you streamline
work production in warehousing, manufacturing, and other
environments.
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HT330 (NEW)

HT730 (NEW)

The Unitech HT330 is designed for mobile
workers with one-handed data collection needs.
It features an easy-to-operate, large button
design with integrated barcode and RFID data
collection capabilities. The HT330 uses Android
12 OS with GMS certification, and offers 3GB
of RAM. This device offers a 32-key keypad
with backlight and a multi-touch panel. Its
4-inch screen with IP67 rating ensures maximum
durability. With Bluetooth® 5 support and a
5200mAh battery, the HT330 is a reliable
scanner that can be used in any workplace.

Tackle inventory and warehousing tasks better
with the HT730. Featuring Android 10 with
GMS certification (upgradeable to Android 12),
this device offers a 38- or 29-key keypad and
compact, ergonomic design to make all-day
use more comfortable. The HT730 also boasts
rugged protection, with a 6-foot drop spec
and an IP67 rating. A 4-inch LCM capacitive
touchscreen, 6700mAh hot-swap battery,
and 2.3GHz Qualcomm Snapdragon 720G
Octa-Core processor allow it to take on any
workplace duty you can think of.
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HT730
Rugged Handheld Terminal

HT730LR LONG RANGE
MODEL (NEW)
Make use of the impressive features of the HT730
from even further away with the HT730LR. This
long-range model features an expanded scanning
ability of up to 65 feet from host, with the same
rugged design features, long-lasting battery, and
high-performance internal components.

HT730 with STANDARD
GUN GRIP (NEW)
Make your job as easy as point and shoot with the
HT730 standard gun grip. This accessory adds
a convenient extra grip to your device, making it
more comfortable to use for longer shifts. This gun
grip adds stability to your aim, so you’ll be able
to scan barcodes from maximum range with fewer
errors. Save time and work more safely with a gun
grip for your HT730. This accessory can also be
used with the HT730LR.

HT730 with UHF
GUN GRIP (NEW)
Do more with your HT730 with the addition of
a HT730 UHF Gun Grip. All you’ll need to do
is slide the device into the accessory, secure it,
and you’ll be ready to read RFID tags with ease.
Save yourself the trouble and cost of buying a
dedicated UHF reader and choose the HT730
UHF Gun Grip.
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WEARABLE SOLUTIONS
Takeyourworkwithyouwithdatacollectiondevicesthatdeliver
high-performancescanningandruggedefficiency.Unitechwearable
devicesfitmultipleconfigurationstosuitanyscanningneed.Wearon
wrists,fingers,necks,oronbeltloopstoreducefatigueandeliminate
strain on hands. Experience sheer power and productivity with
wearables that do more.

TB85+
RUGGED ANDROID TABLETS
Enjoy speed, efficiency, and performance rolled up into
perfectly slim and portable devices. Whether you’re a
novice or a pro, our user-friendly Android tablets help you
complete your tasks faster than ever before. Customize
a product based on your budget, style, and needs, and
enjoy a full year warranty included at no extra cost.
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TB85+ (NEW)

TB110

TB162

Take your business wherever you go with the
speedy, dependable TB85+. Featuring a slim
design, rugged protection, and an Android
10 OS with GMS certification, the TB85 is
an ideal work companion tablet. Its robust
octa-core processor and 8-inch HD display
ensure that your crucial apps run smoothly
and are easily visible. 4G LTE is available to
allow complete on-the-go freedom.

The TB110 combines rugged industrial
features with modern, compact design that
make it the ideal device for an on-the-go
workplace. The Windows 10 IOT OS gives
it versatility and ease of use, while its 10-inch
HD display makes it easy to see your crucial
information. Glove and wet-touch support
means that your TB110 won’t let you down,
even in tough conditions.

For an efficient, hard working Windows 10
IOT Enterprise tablet, look no further than
Unitech’s TB162. This 10-inch tablet features
integrated 2D scanning capability that allows
it to serve multiple needs. A hot swappable,
high capacity battery, 5-foot drop protection
and IP65 water- and dust-proofing ensure it
can be used in any situation.
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RP902
RFID SOLUTIONS
RFID readers can greatly improve productivity with their
ability to read multiple tags at once, so consider using our
new line of RFID products to help you do more, faster. From
a pocket-sized handheld reader that can perform thousands
of reads per shift to a multi-port fixed reader that widens
the range at your desired location, Unitech is making your
business better.

RP902 (NEW)
The RP902 Bluetooth® UHF Pocket Reader is
one of our most convenient devices yet! This
lightweight, compact device easily connects
to any mobile device over Bluetooth® and is
MFi certified to connect with Apple devices.
The RP902 allows you to read RFID tags from
up to 6.5 feet away, with over 12 hours
of battery life. With a length of just over 4
inches, this device is perfectly pocket-sized,
and features durable design elements that
give it an IP65 dust- and water-proof rating
and 4ft of drop protection.

RP100 (NEW)
Engineered for performance and speed,
the RP100 offers a convenient RFID solution
for users of the EA500 series of rugged
smartphones. Simply insert your EA500 into
the sled and you’ll be ready to read RFID tags
from up to 16 feet away, in addition to 1D
and 2D barcodes. Durable design ensures
that this gun grip is tough and will keep your
EA500 device safe, too.

RS200
Two is better than one. The RS200 UHF RFID
reader connects two antennas to increase
UHF range in large workspaces such as
warehouses. A compact form factor and
capability to read up to 750 tags per second
makes it an ideal choice for any need. This
device is a great addition to manufacturing,
self-checkout, retail, and kiosk applications
and can even be utilized for drone and robot
mobile inventory.
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HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS
Update your medical data collection with devices that get the
job done. Whether you provide critical care services through ID
bracelet scanning, specimen collection, taking patient vitals, or
other tasks, Unitech healthcare devices stand ready to serve on
the front lines of hospitals and care facilities. Sealed to prevent
damage from dirt, dust, and water spills, these devices offer
rugged protection and antimicrobial and/or disinfectant ready
properties to keep staff and patients safe.

PA760 HC
Improve data collection on the front lines and
beyond with a device that does much more than
just scanning. Approved for use with Epic Rover
applications, the PA760 HC smart phone improves
bedside care and patient medical data gathering.
This rugged device is compact and can handle
harsh cleaning agents like ethanol and isopropyl
alcohol, thanks to its disinfectant ready housing.

EA630+ HC (NEW)
Expedite administrative tasks in healthcare with
the EA630+ HC. Disinfectant ready housing,
IP65 rating, and 5-foot drop protection make this
device an ideal work companion. The EA630+
HC features integrated 1D/2D scanning, NFC
read/write capability, and convenient connectivity
options to provide high performance data
collection. This device is ideal for medical ID
bracelet scanning, specimen collection, badge
verification, and more.

MS852 HC & MS852B+ HC
Unitech healthcare barcode scanners combine highperformance scanning with efficiency and value.
The MS852+ HC scanners are disinfectant ready
for use with ethanol and isopropyl alcohol and are
built with antimicrobial properties to deter germs
and disease. A trigger lifecycle of 10 million uses
and a wireless range of up to 328 feet ensures the
MS852+ HC can be used for a variety of needs.
Available in corded and wireless versions.
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MS916
COMPANION SCANNERS
Our pocket-sized wireless scanners are the perfect
companion for your smartphone or tablet. With your
choice of scan engine (1D/2D) and onboard memory (up
to 32 MB), Unitech pocket scanners place powerful data
collection in the palm of your hand. All our companion
scanners are iOS, Android, and Windows compatible, and
pair quickly and easily to any Bluetooth device.

MS912+
The MS912+ is ideal for high volume
barcode scanning; this device can perform
up to 5,000 scans per charge. This upgrade
to the MS912 is easily paired with a smart
phone, tablet, or computer for seamless data
collection. This slim device offers 2MB of
memory and you can hang it on a lanyard or
belt loop to take it wherever you go.

MS916 & MS926
Take advantage of elements of a mobile
computer with the form factor of a wireless
scanner. Do more with a convenient 1-inch
accuracy window, software development
opportunities, push-to-pair, and your choice of
1D or 2D scanning. All with enough memory
to hold 100,000 scans.

MS925 HC
With the MS925 HC, users hold a powerful
scan engine in the palm of their hands.
Weighing just 1.04 oz, this tiny workhorse
scans all 1D and 2D barcodes and is housed
in antimicrobial materials to resist germs
and disease. This Bluetooth enabled device
offers 5-foot drop protection and an IP42
environmental seal to keep out dust and water.
Ideal for healthcare and nursing facilities.
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MS340B
Go wireless with the MS340B barcode
scanner. Enjoy up to 300 feet of wireless
freedom while scanning 1D linear barcodes
and GS1 codes. With a highly accurate
scan engine and a 5-foot drop rating, the
MS340B features Bluetooth and comes with
a charging cradle.

MS842P DPM
Empower your workers and improve efficiency
with the MS842P v4 Wireless Scanner.
This device uses a non-Bluetooth connection
to read all 1D and 2D barcodes within a
33-foot range, and is priced affordably
compared to Bluetooth scanners. A 6-foot
drop spec and IP42 rating make this ideal for
warehousing, manufacturing, and inventory
management. A Direct Parts Marking (DPM)
version of the MS842P v4 is also available
for uses that require DPM scanning capability.

WIRELESS SCANNERS

Our wireless scanners are designed to take a licking and
keep on ticking. Unitech barcode scanners offer a wide
range of cordless movement. Built with exceptional battery
life and easy Bluetooth pairing options, these scanners are
perfect for medium to high-volume scanning needs. Once
your scanning tasks are done, simply charge them in the
provided charging cradles.
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MS851B / MS852B

Scan freely using Unitech’s MS851B and
MS852B+ Bluetooth® enabled scanners.
Choose the MS851B 1D Scanner for its durable,
affordable performance, or choose the MS852B+
and enjoy the versatility of wireless 1D and 2D
scanning. Both the MS851B and MS852B+
feature a wireless transmission range of up to 328
feet and batteries that provide up to 25 hours of
use, all packaged with a charging cradle to keep
your employees operating efficiently. ESD versions
of these devices are also available.

																									

MS852+
BARCODE SCANNERS
Count on the MS852+ series for a device that won’t
quit. Data collection is easier than ever with our
collection of 2D barcode scanners that offer rugged
drop specs and ingress protection, delivering a device
that’s as sturdy as it is efficient. Ergonomic grip and a
slim form factor reduces strain on hands and allows all
day usage. Select models include wireless and antistatic
features.

MS852+

MS852B+

Delivering superior performance in a slimdesigned ergonomic body, the MS852+
barcode scanner reads all 1D and 2D
barcodes with one trigger press efficiency.
The MS852+ can be set to automatically
populate electronic forms in a single scan
from driver’s licenses or ID cards (additional
software required). The MS852+ is durable
and ideal for retail point-of-sale, event
ticketing, and manufacturing environments.

Simplify data collection tasks with the
MS852B+. A slim form factor and ergonomic
grip combined with a rugged IP42 rating
and 6.8-foot drop spec makes this device a
powerful ally in the workplace. A long battery
life of up to 25 hours, 328-foot wireless
transmission range, Bluetooth pairing, and
ability to read 1D and 2D barcodes offers
a device suitable for logistics, inventory
management, and warehousing applications.

MS852B+ ESD

MS852 LR & MS852B LR

For static safe environments and clean
rooms, the MS852+ ESD features
unmatched protection. The internal mixed
process ensures antistatic properties are
continuously added every time the device
is wiped. This 1D/2D barcode scanner is
capable of withstanding up to 105~109
ohms per square and is chlorine free. A
battery life of up to 25 hours on a single
charge and a wireless transmission range
of up to 328 feet in line of sight make this
a supremely versatile device.

Increase productivity with the MS852 LR series.
Scan barcodes near and far with these longrange devices that read up to 68 feet away
including a wireless range of up to 328 feet
for the MS852B LR. An IP42 environmental seal
and 6-foot drop rating offers rugged protection.
Superior motion tolerance and the ability to read
1D and 2D barcodes along with a long life
cycle of up to 10 million uses adds to the value
of the MS852 LR series.
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MS652+
WEARABLE SOLUTION

Take your work with you with data collection devices that
deliver high-performance scanning and rugged efficiency.
Unitech wearable devices fit multiple configurations to suit
any scanning need. Wear on wrists, fingers, necks, or on
belt loops to reduce fatigue and eliminate strain on hands.
Experience sheer power and productivity with wearables
that do more.
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WD200

MS652+

Power your data collection with a device
that optimizes the way you work. Get your
essential work done faster with the userfriendliness of Android 10 OS + GMS.
Experience heightened device performance
with a 2.2GHz Octa-Core processor
and ease of use with a wearable that fits
wrists, necks, and belt loops. A 3.1-inch
touchscreen offers easy viewing while directly
connecting to the MS622 USB-C tethered 2D
scanner for convenience and reliability.

The MS652+ ring scanner is the newest
scanner to hit Unitech’s growing data
collection portfolio. It features wearable
design that gives you freedom of movement to
perform barcode scanning tasks comfortably
while keeping both hands free. The MS652+
is designed to streamline the workflow for a
wide range of applications such as retail,
logistics, field service, and hospitality.

MS622 (NEW)

MS650

Accelerate data collection tasks with a
wearable device that allows hands-free usage
and freedom to move. Capable of scanning
1D and 2D barcodes and weighing .77 oz,
the MS622 reads printed and digital codes
off smart phones and computers. Users can
switch from left- or right-handed use as well
as operate the scanner with gloves. Connect
to the WD200 mobile computer to streamline
work processes.

The MS650 gives you a powerful barcode
scanner with a tiny footprint. Wear it on
your finger for hands-free mobility, perfect
for large warehouses or businesses with
a lot of inventory. This sturdy device
features a scan rate of 400 scans per
second and has an 8-hour battery life. The
Bluetooth capability allows you to pair your
smartphone, tablet, or computer easily.

UNITECHBARCODE.COM

																									

AS10

MS340

Lightweight, compact, and competitively
priced, the AS10 is ready to scan right out
of the box. This device is ideal for businesses
that want a straightforward, no-frills scanner
at a great price. Capable of reading 1D
linear barcodes, this contact scanner can
withstand 4-foot drops to hard floors and
concrete and includes a 1 year warranty.

The MS340 is an ideal barcode scanner
for warehouse environments or places that
have hard-to-reach barcodes. This affordable
solution can scan from over a foot away and
has been drop-rated to withstand 5-foot falls
to concrete. It is sealed to deter moisture and
dirt and is backed by a 5-year warranty.

MS836/ MS836B (NEW)

MS838/ MS838B (NEW)

For heavy duty barcode scanning, count on a
device that can get you through the day with
efficiency and ease. The MS836 scans all
1D barcodes at a scan rate of 300 scans per
second with a skew allowance of ±30º. This
scanner is built to last, and features a 5-foot
drop spec and IP42 dust- and water-proofing.
Use modes like trigger, presentation, and autosensing let you use the MS836 in any situation.
The MS836B model includes Bluetooth®
capability to offer complete freedom of use.

Scan 1D and 2D barcodes reliably & quickly,
at an affordable price, with the MS838
or MS838B 3-in-1. Designed to maximize
performance without sacrificing value, the
MS838 features an impressive scan engine
encased in a durable outer shell. This
scanner can read codes as small as 3 mil,
even when poorly printed or displayed on a
device screen. Need to scan wirelessly? The
MS838B model features 3-in-1 connection
capability: wired, Bluetooth® and 2.4GHz
wireless dongle options let you scan however
works best for you.

MS836
General Purpose Scanners

Small to medium businesses need reliable devices that can last a full work shift
and beyond. Unitech delivers with a line of rugged barcode scanners that are built
to last as well as read 1D and 2D barcodes at competitive price points. All of our
entry level scanners are plug-and-play so as soon as you unpack them, you can
experience more efficiency in your workplace. Choose a 1D or a 2D scanner and
																									
a form factor that suits your style and features that suit your needs.
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TS100
PRESENTATION SCANNERS
Presentation scanners offer high performance scanning - speedily and
accurately. The device’s stationary position allows more accurate data
collection and hands-free scanning. Easily scan barcodes on paper or
electronic barcodes from a smart phone or tablet. All of our scanners are
constructed with sturdy materials and designed to handle your toughest
workload.

TS100 (NEW)

FC75
The FC75 hands-free 2D imager mounts
easily behind the counter or onto an existing
POS system. The FC75’s scan trigger can
also be used for on-demand scanning. Reads
printed and digital barcodes. 4-foot drop
rating. Optional hands-free stand. Backed by
a 3-year warranty.
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For efficient tabletop barcode scanning with
a small price, go for the Unitech TS100.
Designed for small spaces, the TS100’s
compact design reduces its impact on the
environment and reduces workloads making
it an ideal all-around data collection tool. The
TS100 reads 1D and 2D barcodes and is
a great addition to retail, food service, and
event ticketing industries.

																									

MS282
A compact, trendy, and unique 2D handheld scanner,
the MS282 offers customizable top casings to fit your
business style. Its linear barcode scanning technology
works for a wide range of markets and applications,
from point-of-sale systems, loyalty card and mobile
coupons in retail stores to general purpose hospitality
scanning.
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MS250
The MS250 is a cost-effective
CCD scanner ideal for point-ofsale, document processing, and
library applications. A versatile
scanner for a variety of retail
and business environments, the
MS250 also ensures an easy
plug-and-play set up. This scanner
is backed by a 3-year warranty,
and features a rugged 5-foot
drop rating.
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MS100

MS120

Accurate and efficient, the MS100 is
budget-friendly, yet powerful enough to
meet a wide variety of data entry needs.
A versatile scan reader that can read all
commmon 1D barcodes, the MS100 is
able to read codes at a wide-read angle
and has a low power consumption.

With the MS120, you’ll get seamless, easy
barcode scanning. This wand barcode
scanner reads any linear barcode (1D), even
damaged or faded barcodes. An extremely
cost-effective solution, the MS120 offers even
more value than your average wand barcode
scanner thanks to its replaceable tip.
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MAGNETIC STRIPE READERS
An ideal option for small businesses or entrepreneurs; an affordable credit card reader with great performance and excellent data encryption. Unitech magnetic
stripe readers are the easiest way to obtain card data. A simple swipe, and you’ll be capturing up to three tracks of data quickly and accurately. These readers
are quick to mount on any flat surface, so installing an MSR reader is easier than ever.

MS246

MS146

MSR206

The Unitech MS246 magnetic stripe reader
is the easiest way to obtain your card data.
Simple enough to be used with just minimal
training, this handy and compact data
collection solution can integrate into any retail
store, library, or even a gym. Reliable for up
to 1,000,000 card swipes, and backed by
a 2-year warranty.

The MS146 barcode card reader is designed
for time and attendance, security, and access
control applications that use badges, cards,
or forms. Secured by black panels to prevent
photocopying, the MS146 is versatile and
capable of adapting to many different
interface options.

The MSR206 Manual Swipe Magnetic Card
Reader/Writer is designed to offer a card
reading/writing solution for ISO 7811-6
formats. The MSR206 reads and writes up to
3 tracks of data, e.g. decoding/encoding and
verifying up to 3 tracks of data simultaneously.
Includes programmable leading bit, raw data,
DMV/AAMVA, and user defined format.
Backed by a1-year warranty.

X
MOBOLINK

Manage Unitech mobile devices easily on one platform
Control your Unitech devices with one software program. MoboLink
offers a unique way to keep tabs on devices. Turn off, restart, update,
and monitor devices from your desktop. If you lose a device while on
the field, you can easily deactivate it so sensitive information won’t
end up in the wrong hands. Certified Google application.

STAGEGO

Configure multiple devices simply on one smart platform.

UNITECH SOFTWARE

Leave manual device configuration in the past with StageGO.
Unitech’s staging app allows you to configure multiple Unitech devices
at the same time. Just enter your desired settings, scan the program’s
generated barcodes, and go! This free application saves you time
from manually configuring each device while avoiding potentially
costly errors caused by setting up devices one by one.

Pair your Unitech devices with Unitech software for seamless
device operation. We offer an array of apps to power your
rugged smart phones and tablets; with mobile device
management & staging tools, or functions like adding
programmable keys, adding an on screen scanner button to
																									
your device screen, or logging device activity.
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UNITECH RETAIL SOLUTIONS
Retailers need faster, smarter technology to keep up in
today’s competitive environment. Unitech products help
retailers save time and money with efficient, streamlined
data collection solutions. Lengthy processes such as
ordering, dispatching, delivery and stocking are fast and
easy with Unitech mobile computer solutions. Unitech
helps retailers to reduce these time consuming activities
and deliver more efficient service to customers. Rugged
smart phones eliminate handwritten mistakes and can be
implemented into any operational process with limited
training. Unitech rugged smart phones allow retailers to
manage ordering and inventory more precisely and gain
a greater understanding of how products are being sold
providing more insight and better marketing awareness.
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POINT-OF-SALE
TRANSACTIONS
Go hands-free with a device that takes up
very little counter space. Unitech presentation
scanners offer long-lasting performance and
ease of use.

POINT-OF-SALE
Unitech barcode scanners are slim and
customizable, made with the checkout counter
in mind. Enjoy our space-saving designs with
multiple color and interface options.

																									

GIFT REGISTRY
Unitech’s collection of companion scanners make
building gift registries or wish lists a breeze.
Customers can simply walk around the store
scanning the items they wish to add to their list.

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
Check inventory in the stock room and on the
sales floor. Our wearable line of scanners lets
you scan an item to immediately inform you of
available stock.

CUSTOMER SERVICE /
INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
Give your customers what they need when they need it.
While on the sales floor, Unitech rugged smart phones
allow you to easily check pricing, inventory levels, and
place stock orders.
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Product
PA760

SKU/Part Number

Description

PA760-W100UMDG

PA760, 2D Imager, GMS, Android 10, No Communication, with USB Charging Cable, Power Adapter and
Battery (4000mAh), Bumper Protection

PA760-W1LFRMDG

PA760, 2D N6603, Octa-core OS, Android 10 with GMS, BT5.0, 4G LTE, Dual SIM, 16M PDAF camera GPS,
HF, NFC, with Bumper, USB Charging Cable Adapter, and Battery (4000mAh)

PA760-WALFRMDG

PA760, 2D Imager, GMS, Android 9, BT, WiFi, 4G LTE, with Camera, GPS, HF, NFC, with USB Charging Cable,
Power Adapter and Battery (4000mAh), Bumper Protection

PA760-WALFRMHG

PA760, 2D Imager, GMS, Android 9, BT, WiFi, 4G LTE, with Camera, GPS, HF, NFC, with USB Charging Cable,
Power Adapter and Ext. Battery (6000mAh), Bumper Protection

1

PA760 with STANDARD GUN GRIP

5500-900062G

Standard Gun Grip for PA760

1

PA760 with 2D LONG RANGE GUN
GRIP

5500-900065G

2D Long Range Gun Grip, 1D/2D Barcode Reader, Honeywell EX25, 32 Foot Read Range

1

PA760 with UHF GUN GRIP

5500-900088G

UHF RFID Gun Grip, 1D/2D Barcode Reader, Honeywell EX25, 23 Foot Read Range

3

EA630+

EA630-HALFRMDG

EA630, 2D Imager, Android 10, BT, WIFI, LTE, Camera, Hand Strap, Battery, USB Charging Cable, and Power
Adapter

3

EA630+ with STANDARD GUN GRIP

5500-900075G

Standard Gun Grip for EA630

3

EA630+ with UHF GUN GRIP

5500-900092G

UHF RFID Gun Grip, M6e-Micro (RAIN RFID Supported), 23 Foot Read Range

5

EA520

EA520-NAGFUMDG

EA520, 2D Engine SE4710, Android 11, GMS, BT 5.0, WIFI, 4G, 13MP Camera, Battery and USB Charger

5

SL120 RUGGED IPHONE SLED

SL120-WI00UMDG

SL120 Sled, 2D Honeywell N6603, iOS, Direct Lightning Connection, Unitech Standard, With Battery

7

HT330

HTT330-NAL2UM3G

HT330, 32-key, WiFi + 4G LTE, Octa-core 2GHz, Android 12, 3GB RAM/32GB Flash, Camera (13MP),
5200mAh battery, MDFM Software: SOTI, AirWAtch, 42Gears and Mobolink

7

HT730

HT730-LA61UMBG

HT730, 38-key, WiFi ONLY, Qcta-core 2.3 GHz, Qualcomm 720G (SM7125), Android 10, 4GB RAM / 64GB
Flash, Honeywell 2D Engine EX30, BT 5.0, 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac/ax, Camera(13MP) with Battery and Hand Strap

HT730-NA61UMBG

HT730, 38-key, WiFi ONLY, Qcta-core 2.3 GHz, Qualcomm 720G (SM7125), Android 10, 4GB RAM / 64GB
Flash, Honeywell 2D Engine (N6703), BT 5.0, 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac/ax, Camera(13MP) with Battery and Hand
Strap

HT730-NAL1UMBG

HT730, 38-key, Qcta-core 2.3 GHz, Qualcomm 720G (SM7125), Android 10, 3GB RAM / 32GB Flash, 2D
Engine N6703, BT 5.0, WIFI, 4G LTE, Camera, Terminal with Battery

HT730-QA612MBG

HT730, 29-key, WiFi ONLY, Octa-core 2.3 GHz, Qualcomm 720G (SM7125), Android 10, 3GB RAM / 32GB
Flash, 2D Engine(N3603), BT 5.0, 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac/ax, Camera(13MP) with Battery and Hand Strap

HT730-QAL12MBG

HT730, 29-key, WiFi + 4G LTE, Octa-core 2.3 GHz, Qualcomm 720G (SM7125), Android 10, 29-key, 3GB RAM
32GB Flash, 2D Engine(N3603), BT 5.0, 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac/ax, Camera(13MP), 29 keys with Battery and
Hand Strap

7

HT730LR LONG RANGE MODEL

HT730-LA61UMBG

HT730 LR, 38-key, Android 10 with GMS, Long Range 2D Imager, BT, WiFi, LTE, Camera, GPS, with Battery and
Hand Strap

7

HT730 with STANDARD GUN GRIP

5500-900096G

Standard Gun Grip for HT730

7

HT730 with UHF GUN GRIP

HT730-ZA66UMBG

UHF RFID Gun Grip, Android 10 with GMS, 49 Foot Read Range

9

TB85+

TB85-01LFUMDG

TB85 without Scan Engine, Android 10, BT, WIFI, LTE,Camera, Batter, USB Charging Cable and Power Adapter

TB85+

TB85-Q1LFUMDG

TB85, 2D Imager (Honeywell Engine), Android 10, BT, WIFI, LTE,Camera, Batter, USB Charging Cable and Power
Adapter

9

TB110

TB110-0T62UMNG

TB110, Windows 10 IOT Enterprise Entry, WiFi, BT, Camera, GPS, with Battery, Power Adapter, and X-hand strap

9

TB162

TB162-0T62UMNG

TB162, No Scan Engine, Windows 10 IOT Enterprise, WiFi, BT, Camera, GPS, Battery, Power Adapter

TB162-0TL2UMNG

TB162, No Scan Engine, Windows 10 IOT Enterprise, LTE, WiFi, BT, Camera, GPS, Battery, Power Adapter

TB162-QT62UMNG

TB162, 2D Imager, Windows 10 IOT Enterprise, WiFi, BT, Camera, GPS, Battery, Power Adapter

TB162-QTL2UMNG

TB162, 2D Imager, Windows 10 IOT Enterprise, LTE, WiFi, BT, Camera, GPS, Battery, Power Adapter

10

RP902

RP902-43A8S0G

RP902, UHF RFID Reader, 902-928 MHz (North America), Bluetooth, USB Cable, Battery

10

RP100

RP100-42A830G

RP100 UHF RFID Wireless Sled with Gun Grip, No Scan Engine, Docking Cradle and USB Cable

RP100-42AA30G

RP100 UHF RFID Wireless Sled with Gun Grip, 2D Scan Engine, Docking Cradle and USB Cable

10

RS200

RS200-75G5S2G

RS200 PC Based, 2 Port RFID UHF IoT Reader, USB, 2 RFID Antenna Ports

11

PA760 HC

PA760-WALF9MDG

PA760 HC, 2D Imager, GMS, Android 9, BT, WiFi, 4G LTE, with Camera, GPS, HF, NFC, with USB Charging
Cable, Power Adapter and Battery (4000mAh)

11

EA630+ HC

EA630-QALF9MDG

EA630, 2D Imager, Android 10, BT, WIFI, LTE, Camera, Hand Strap, Battery, USB Charging Cable, and Power
Adapter

11

MS852+ HC

MS852-ZUCL00-HG

MS852 Plus Healthcare, 2D HD Imager, N6703, with USB Cable

11

MS852B+ HC

MS852-ZUBL0C-HG

MS852B Plus Healthcare, 2D HD Imager, N6703, Bluetooth, with USB Cable and Charging Cradle

11

MS280

MS280-CUCL00-SG

MS280 Barcode Scanner, CCD Scan Engine, USB Cable

12

MS912+

MS912-FUBB00-TG

MS912 Cordless Scanner, 2MB Memory, Linear Imager, Bluetooth, USB Cable

MS912-KUBB00-TG

MS912 Cordless Scanner, Linear Imager, Bluetooth, USB Cable

MS916-8UBBAA-SG

MS916 Cordless Scanner, 2MB Memory, Laser, Display Screen, Bluetooth, USB Cable, Power Adapter

12

MS916
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12

MS926

MS916-8UBBAA-SG

MS926 Cordless Scanner, 2MB Memory, 2D Imager, Bluetooth, USB Cable, Power Adapter

13

MS340B

MS340-CUBBGC-SG

MS340 Cordless Scanner, Long Range CCD, 2.4GHz Wireless, USB, Cradle, Power Adapter (Direct replacement for
MS380-CUPBGC-SG)

13

MS842P DPM

MS842-JUPBGN-QG

MS842P Cordless Scanner, 2D Imager (DPM Reader), RF (2.4GHz), USB Dongle, New V4 Cradle, USB Cable, Power Adapter

13

MS851B

MS851-SUBB0C-SG

MS851B, 1D Laser, Bluetooth, USB Cable, Charging Cradle

13

MS852B

MS852-AUBB0C-SG

MS852B, 2D, SE4107, Bluetooth, with USB Cable and Charging Cradle

14

MS852+

MS852-VUCB00-OG

MS852+, 2D, Honeywell N6703, Standard Range, USB, OPOS, JPOS, Auto-Sensing, No Stand

MS852-VUCB0S-OG

MS852+, 2D, Honeywell N6703, Standard Range, USB, OPOS, JPOS, Auto-Sensing with Stand

MS852-VUBB0C-SG

MS852B Plus, 2D Standard Range, N6703, Bluetooth, with USB Cable and Charging Cradle

MS852-ZUBB0C-SG

MS852 Plus, 2D High Density, N6703, Bluetooth, with USB Cable and Charging Cradle

14

MS852B+

14

MS852B+ ESD

MS852-ZUBB0C-LG

MS852B Plus, ESD, Bluetooth, 2D HD Imager, N6703, USB, with Cradle and USB Cable

14

MS852 LR

MS852-OUCB00-SG

MS852 Long Range, 2D Imager, OPOS, JPOS, Protective Case and USB Cable

14

MS852B LR

MS852-OUBB0C-SG

MS852B LR, Extra Long Range (Zebra SE4850), Bluetooth, USB, with Protective Case, Charging Cradle and USB cable.

15

WD200

WD200-0A6FUM3G

WD200, Android 10, BT, WIFI Only, Camera , Battery, and USB Charging Cable (Barcode Scanner Sold Seperately)

WD200-0ALFUM3G

WD200, Android 10, BT, WIFI, 4G LTE, Camera , Battery, and USB Charging Cable (Barcode Scanner Sold Seperately)

15

MS652+

MS652-AUDB00-SG

Ring Scanner Plus, 2D Imager SE4107, 2.4GHz Bluetooth, 7.5MB Memory, Battery, USB Cable, Velcro Strap

15

MS622

MS622-2UCB00-SG

MS622 Single Finger Ring Scanner, 2D Imager, USB-C Corded

15

MS650

MS650-5UBB00-SG

Ring Scanner, 1D Linear Imager, Bluetooth, 2MB Memory, USB, Micro USB Cable, Velcro Strap

16

AS10

AS10-P

AS10 Barcode Scanner, Linear Imager, Keyboard Wedge (PS/2), Black

AS10-U

AS10 Barcode Scanner, Linear Imager, USB, Black

16

MS340

MS340-C0C000-SG

MS340, Long Range CCD, No Cable

MS340-CUCB00-SG

MS340, Long Range CCD, USB Cable

16

MS836

MS836-SUCB00-SG

MS836 Barcode Scanner, Laser, USB Cable and Stand

16

MS836B

MS836-SUBB0D-SG

MS836B, Laser scan engine, BT, USB cable, USB dongle

16

MS838

MS838-2RCB00-SG

MS838, 2D Imager, RS232 Cable

MS838-2UCB00-SG

MS838, 2D Imager, USB Cable

MS838-2UCB0S-SG

MS838, 2D Imager, USB Cable and Stand

16

MS838B

MS838-2UBB0D-SG

MS838B, 3-in-1, BT, USB Cable, USB Dongle

17

FC75

FC75-2UCB00-SG

FC75 Fixed Mount Scanner, 2D Imager, USB

17

TS100

TS100-SUCB00-SG

TS100, 2D Imager, Presentation Scanner, USB Cable

18

MS282

MS282-3UCB00-SG

MS282, 2D Scan Reader, USB Cable

19

MS250

MS250-C0C000-DG

MS250, CCD scanner, Dark - (No Cable)

MS250-C0C000-SG

MS250, CCD scanner, Beige - (No Cable)

MS250-CUCB00-DG

MS250, CCD scanner, USB, Dark

MS250-CUCL00-SG

MS250, CCD scanner, USB, Beige

MS100-NUCB00-SG

MS100, Pen Scanner with Decoder & USB

MS100-NUCB00-JG

MS100, Pen Scanner with Decoder & USB I/F Coiled Cable

MS120-NTCB00-SG

MS120, Pen scanner with Laser Emulation (9-Pin)

MS120-NUCB00-SG

MS120 Pen Scanner with Decoder & USB I/F Cable

MS146-IRCB00-SG

MS146 Slot Scanner, Infrared RS232 - (Power Adapter Slot Separately)

MS146-IRCB0M-SG

MS146 Slot Scanner, Infrared RS232 w/ Mounting Bracket - (Power Adapter Sold Separately)

MS146-ITCB00-SG

MS146 Slot Scanner, Infrared Laser Emulation (9-Pin Squeeze)

MS146-IUCB00-SG

MS146 Slot Scanner, Infrared USB

MS146-IUCB0M-SG

MS146 Slot Scanner, Infrared USB w/ Mounting Bracket

MS146-RRCB00-SG

MS146 Slot Scanner, Visible Light, RS2a32- (Power Adapter Sold Separetely)

MS146-RUCB00-SG

MS146 Slot Scanner, Visible Light, USB

19

MS100

19

MS120

20

MS146

20

MS146-RUCB0M-SG

MT146 Slot Scanner, Visible Light, USB w/ Mounting Bracket

MS246

MS246

MS246, Triple Tracks MSR, Black, USB

MSR206

MSR206-33U

Triple Track ( I, II & III ) MSR High & Low Coercivity Encoder. USB/RS232, with RS232 cable & USB cable
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